Day 68, eclipse: "use on day after—" no double-yolked day"

unused: double-yolked day

--moon and sun, silver wafer and gold

--tryst
Eclipse, 7-26

Sallow daybreak
- light retreat

7:18 day's amf 1 light has quit incng
& past few mins.

Seagull a bit standrd - sculpted
white (1 now) 1 veek & hed

- held breath

7:56 incntent spns in plantng al
and ladg - wst-wst-wst

- eye 1 light to SE - Drag Alps -
showing slopes 1 case, y 8, it is
clearing

Day 68
Jim d'R. - best place to see 7000 by mon 1 or 2 no.

- Helicopter pass over freeway - a darker blue than it was 1/2 hr ago.

- Few min after 8, hit crazy lifts. US & Win flags in front of Ad

8:03 - cases percap drinking

- Student stop brick from try @ office block sleep, friendly & disciplined SE

i g do u wanna watch it yet
dank, id dash it every day
Chore
Approach and Tell Your Parents
Chores: Do the Laundry
6:15
Cook Law Son

Studies
Roddy Does Li to read
8:15
1st 7 Amos, Then Bible

6:14
Write a Grammar

8:12
Cara or Ho Poin

8:11
Left 7 Minute Porous
8:30 - Left my
5:22 - Decide to go and returned

come down
8:31 - Getting to LM, long

kids

attended a ceremony front yard

1/- t - 1

(Hong Kong)

Park, clear, huh, acted on
F.D. to consumer
Com. common
on other basis
Power to fraud. thru favor

91.42
57.72
65.72
970.3 C
—from Cécile, 12, 7/27

afraid to think of it

people to kill c h u n g f u s s

like gray opening to old

Calcutta truck

like a storm
check 1862 diary to see if it forecasts Dec. 5 eclipse, counterpoint to Day 68 eclipse. —NO